Rules and regulations regarding television and use of images
1. Sponsorship, Branding and Clothing at Event
 Players must only wear branded clothing provided by Paddy Power
 For the televised final table, no other branding on any part of their body,
clothing, chip protectors, jewellery, sunglasses, etc will be permitted.
 For the televised final table, players’ general appearance and sponsors shirts
must be neat and clean. Players will not be allowed play on the final table in
unsuitable clothing.
 Sunglasses may be worn.
 Headphones may not be worn.
 Paddy Power Poker and the Tournament Director's decision will be final on
what clothing complies with the above rules.
2. Paddy Power reserves the right to show highlights of the event on television. All
final table players will be briefed prior to this.
3. By participating in this event players consent to the filming and use of their
performance/interview, and any part of it, in any and all media throughout the
world, in perpetuity, including but not limited to, exhibition of the documentary
on television. Entry in to this tournament is taken as consent to participating in
the TV coverage.
4. Players also consent to participating in all reasonable requests for interviews and
photographs surrounding this event. Publicity will be used in press releases and
on paddypower.com to promote the event.
5. Any player playing in any event at the event agrees to disclose their hole cards
to the hidden camera at the final table and any refusal to do so could lead to
disqualification from the event with no prize money being awarded and no
refunds given.
6. Players must make themselves available to attend press conferences and/or
television interviews at any reasonable time during the event if requested by the
tournament organisers.
7. Paddy Power reserves the right to add or amend any tournament rules, as they
feel appropriate.
8. A condition of entry into the tournament will be the completion and signing of a
release form detailing all the above and distributed at the individual events upon
registration.

